SEA
Services

Facility
Engineering
Services

Our cross-functional
team of professional
engineers and
licensed architects
evaluate
infrastructure
reliability for critical
facility requirements.

Acting on behalf of the owner, our
approach ensures facilities are
operating at peak performance,
whether it's a newly constructed
building or aging infrastructure.
Our Core Engineering Solutions include:
Engineering
Commissioning
Building Optimization
Building Automation Services
Instrumentation and Controls
Measurement and Verification (M&V)
Testing, Adjusting and Balancing (TAB)
Operations and Maintenance (O&M)
Building Enclosure
Training and Development
Accreditation Services
Predictive Analytics
Utility Collaboration and Rate Analysis
Rebate Investigation
Any of these services can also be a part of our
On-Site Energy Management Programs.

Energy Assessments
and Audits

An energy audit is the
first step to making
your facility more
energy efficient and
identifies where
upgrades will produce
the most energy
savings.

SEA provides multiple types of energy
assessments and audits, from
Preliminary Energy Use Analysis and
Investment Grade Audits to ASHRAE
Levels I-III Audits.
We can help building owners determine which
process will best fit their needs to assist with
capital planning through the implementation phase
of work. While conducting these audits, if we see
any no-cost solutions that our engineers can tweak
for increased energy savings, we do it.
Results generated from these audits usually
include:
Identifying and correcting building deficiencies
Analyzing potential energy reduction projects
and associated savings
Reducing potential emissions
Improving energy security

How do you know what to improve
if you don't know what to
measure?
Energy assessments and audits are flexible
tools that allow building owners insight into
the "how," "when," and "why" energy is
being used.
Energy assessments are the foundation for
discovering, understanding and prioritizing
solutions for energy conservation
throughout a system.
Our team is well versed in the following
types of audits:
Preliminary Energy Use Analysis
Investment Grade Audits
ASHRAE Levels I-III Audits
Our experience includes assessing and
auditing hundreds of millions of square feet
of conditioned space across the world. Our
energy assessment services include
identifying life-cycle costs and effective
energy savings opportunities for developing
project-level documentation for project
implementation.
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In General,
Project Activities Include:
On-site assessments of all energy using
systems
Benchmarking
Identifying energy conservation
measures and costing analysis
Identifying low and no-cost energy
savings opportunities
In-depth energy rate structure analysis
Building of energy modeling portfolios
Energy assessments can be performed on
a building to building basis, on a select
group of representative buildings or across
the owner's entire portfolio. The depth
and breadth of the assessment can span
from a simple low cost / no cost study to a
detailed analysis of capital intensive
modifications.

Commissioning and
Building Optimization

SEA provides new
construction and retro
commissioning services to
ensure proper building
performance.
Benefits of Building Commissioning:
Results in lower lifetime maintenance costs
Helps navigate the complicated process of design,
construction and operating buildings properly
Lowers the total cost of ownership
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System Tune-Ups
All buildings need to have tune-ups from
time to time to ensure maximum energy
optimization. This doesn't require a huge
undertaking and may be as simple as
having our engineers perform some
simple functional testing, measurements
and verifications to tweak current
operations without the need to replace
new products and systems.
Our team can look at your system
holistically to help you determine any
additional improvements that may be
needed.
Our services generally pay for
themselves, and because we are brand
agnostic, we simply help you improve
your overall building operations with no
ulterior motives.

New Construction Commissioning
Our team views new construction commissioning as
a critical quality assurance process that can open
the door for creative thinking and collaboration
between key stakeholders. The SEA team possesses
a deep knowledge of building commissioning for
new construction projects.
We partner with the architects and general
contractors with a comprehensive approach to
engage the project team to help facilitate project
success. We possess a portfolio of proven new
construction building commissioning experience for
multiple building types, including: healthcare,
education, professional, dining facilities and
recreational housing.
Our team is driven by a genuine commitment to
provide the facility with a new property that meets
the owner's requirements and high standards.
Our commissioning process is divided into four
phases: Design, Construction, Operational and
Occupancy.

Retro Commissioning
SEA has retro commissioned many problem
buildings where our job has been to help our
clients identify causes through appropriate
building energy audits and assessments and
then recommend proper remedies.
Solutions range from low cost / no cost actions;
operations and maintenance (O&M)
improvements and retrofit opportunities.
We find cost-effective ways to improve the
functionality of existing equipment and systems,
and then we optimize how they operate
together. Performance improvements have
included better indoor air quality, increased
energy efficiency, enhanced occupant comfort
and reduced building deterioration problems.

Continuous Commissioning
Through a partnership with Texas A&M, SEA is one of a few
firms in the world to offer Continuous Commissioning. This is
an ongoing process to resolve operating problems, improve
comfort and optimize energy use for existing commercial and
institutional buildings and plant facilities.
Continuous Commissioning incorporates and extends building
commissioning practices by providing a systematic approach
to:
Identify and solve existing operating problems through a
review of systems and their operations in a facility
Improve building thermal comfort and indoor air quality to
look for problems and find their root causes for improving
occupant conditions
Minimize building energy consumption and cost with a
critical review of the facility and to best serve its occupants
Provide knowledge-based, hands-on training to facility
management so they can be a part of the solution

Building Optimization
Developing an efficient facility is what we do. We assist
building owners in achieving capital cost avoidance,
optimized energy use, and reduced maintenance
costs all while ensuring occupant comfort and
maintaining indoor air quality.
Today's buildings are complex and have
interdependent systems with sophisticated controls.
Therefore, even a small operational problem can
greatly disrupt a building's performance.
Optimizing a building's consumption requires an
approach that allows devices and systems to function
together in an efficient and cost-effective way to meet
occupant requirements and expectations.
Building optimization combines a number of
sustainable strategies that are used to examine and
perpetually address elements of existing buildings that
can be optimized without the need for heavy capital
investment. ROI of 25% to 50% and savings of 15% to
45% are reasonable expectations.

What makes us unique when it
comes to commissioning?
At SEA, we take typical commissioning and building
optimization processes and apply our unique style to
ensure that quality actions are taken throughout any
of our processes.
It's our great teamwork that allows us to collaborate
and communicate well across multiple teams. It's the
trust we build with our facility owners to ensure their
high expectations are met. It's the attention to detail
that impacts quality assurance for a process that is
clear and meets tight schedules and deadlines. It's
our friendly attitude from our engineers that is
responsive, decisive ad passionate for finding
solutions to your building operations. It's our desire
to teach about industry best practices from our
subject matter expertise.

On-Site Energy
Management

SEA provides full-time, onsite energy professionals to
increase the effectiveness of
energy programs by
providing a full range of
subject matter expertise and
energy management support
for onsite analysis of current
operations, equipment and
energy purchasing
programs.

On-Site Energy Programs Across
All Industries
As an extension of your staff, we work with your team to find
and implement energy cost savings solutions. Our network
and bench of licensed professional engineers and certified
energy managers is strong, and we can augment your
services through one of our contracted industry experts.
In addition to all facility engineering services that SEA
provides, the additional below programs are most successful
with on-site energy professionals engaged and embedded
within your teams.
Energy Awareness and Conservation Assessment
Programs (EACA)
Energy Engineering Analysis Programs (EEAP)

Award Winning Resource Efficiency
Management (REM) Programs
Since 2001, SEA has been the leading small business for
providing Resource Efficiency Management (REM) services
to federal agencies worldwide.
We currently serve the Department of Defense (DoD)
energy programs with ongoing services, including 37 REMs
based in 13 states and six OCONUS bases / garrisons
worldwide.
over the years, SEA has provided REM services to the DoD
for the Army, Navy, Air Force, Air National Guard, Coast
Guard and Marine Corps. Other clients have included the
General Services Administration and the U.S. Department of
Agriculture.
SEA provides a full range of subject matter expertise and
energy support management for onsite analysis of current
operations, equipment and energy purchasing programs.
SEA REMs have averaged an annual ROI of 4:1; with
cumulative five (5) year total project first year savings of
$89M.
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Resilience and
Sustainability

SEA uses a comprehensive and
customized process for
conducting assessments and
determining baselines for
putting together resilience and
sustainability
recommendations.

Guard Your Team with an
Energy Vulnerability Evaluation
Our team is well versed in conducting Energy and
Water Evaluations, Installation Energy and Water Plans
and Capital Investment Strategies for your facility.
Facility owners have a responsibility to consider a
broad array of potential threats and incident scenarios
involving their sources of energy.
An energy vulnerability evaluation leads to the
complex task of identifying and choosing which
hazards to guard against, whether it's a natural
disaster or breach of cyber security.
This process is essential to comprehensively and
intelligently addressing all elements of energy security
analysis. The resulting Energy Resiliency Plan provides
a specific and detailed assessment of the risks and
actions that need to be taken should there be an
attach or loss of energy at any location.

Mission Ready
SEA has provided value added energy expertise to
our clients through a comprehensive Energy as a
Service Solution which helps establish the
framework for operational effectiveness.
SEA has become a trusted partner to help navigate
the complicated path of maintaining efficient, selfsustaining operations, independent from the public
grid.
We help:
Identify critical facilities and energy sources
Analyze potential threats
Define a plan for continuing operations
Train
Plan for remedial action

Resilience Planning and
Sustainability Consulting
SEA has support various military installation to
develop and maintain a 14-day microgrid
supply of water and energy to support the
execution of critical missions should there be a
disruption to general operations.
We have worked with several bases to
implement a culture change for improving
energy efficiency and developing small and
large scale projects across portfolios by
successfully testing backup power systems for
creating a more prepared, self-sustaining base.
Our ultimate goal in everything we do is to
ensure facilities operate at optimal
sustainability. We can help your organization
with its strategic planning by providing project
requirements, cost consulting and action plans
for increased resilience of your facility.

Installation Energy and Water
Planning (IEWPs)
SEA has the unique knowledge of supporting the
Army's energy program and has become the trusted
energy expert across the DoD and other federal
agencies due to our technical expertise, support and
training of Installation Energy and Water Plans
(IEWPs).
Assisting clients in planning for secure access to
energy and water resources is crucial to preserve
choices in a rapidly changing world. Resilient
capabilities build upon self-reliance, teamwork and
flexibility. SEA has been instrumental in supporting
this program that requires all army bases to:
Implement a plan to understand current energy
and water consumption
Strategize a plan for meeting energy and water
demand
Document areas for reduced energy and water
consumption
Decrease overall utility costs

Alternative and
Renewable Energy

SEA will evaluate your needs
and equipment to determine
which alternative and
renewable energy solutions
will provide preferred cost
savings over a reasonable
amount of time.

Best Solution
Through the use of alternative and
renewable energy sources, SEA can assist
clients in determining the best option for
use of alternative and renewable energy,
including converting to use different
sources of energy, providing alternative
off-site storage and management, as well
as determining alternative and stand-by
fuel pricing.
Alternative and Renewable Energy
Services, include:
Bioenergy
Cogeneration
Geothermal
Hydropower
Renewable Energy
Solar
Wind

What makes us
unique?

Bioenergy
Bioenergy is defined as renewable
energy derived from any organic
material excluding coal or petroleum.
The term "biomass" refers to the
organic materials that is the source of
bioenergy.
When biomass is burned, the chemical
energy inside the organic materials is
released as heat.
This heat can provide electricity or
useful thermal energy.
Biogas and biofuels are also forms of
bioenergy.

Cogeneration
Cogeneration, also known as combined heat
and power (CHP), is the generation of both
electricity or mechanical power and useful
thermal heat from the same fuel source.
Cogeneration improves efficiency by capturing
thermal energy that would otherwise be
wasted and converts it to additional power or
useful thermal energy.
When the electrical and thermal energy
services are provided separately (also known as
a traditional system), the national average
efficiency is 45%.

Geothermal
Geothermal energy is defined as
energy from the earth's heat. One type
of geothermal energy is the use of
reservoirs of hot water (at varying
temperatures and depths) to produce
steam and electricity.
Another type of geothermal heat
pump, also known as ground source
heat pump, utilizes the fact that the
earth's temperature (below the
surface) remains relatively constant.
Because of this fact, the earth serves as
a heat source in the winter and
summer months, respectively.
Geothermal systems work in virtually
any scenario.

Hydropower
Hydropower utilizes the overall energy of a
body of water to power machinery.
Typically, in order to produce enough
energy to power machinery, a dam is
introduced into the body of water to
create more potential energy (a large
elevation differential).
Hydropower uses the energy of the water
cycle to produce electricity.
Hydrokinetic power utilizes the kinetic
energy of a body of water such as waves,
tidal streams and ocean streams.

Renewable Energy
In the current globe and political
climate, reliance on fossil fuels is
becoming more undesirable for future
energy use.
Renewable and alternative energy
sources do not always have a quick and
simple payback, but due to other
factors (energy policies, etc.), renewable
and alternative energy sources may be
a better energy solution for you.

Solar
Solar energy uses the sun as an energy
source. The two main categories for solar
energy are solar thermal and solar
photovoltaic (PV).
Solar thermal uses the sun's heat to either
heat a building or produce electricity.
Solar photovoltaic (PV) uses certain materials
(predominantly silicon) that produces a flow
of electricity when exposed to sunlight.

Wind Power
Wind power or wind energy is the use of wind
to provide mechanical power through wind
turbines to turn electric generators for
electrical power.
Wind power is a popular sustainable,
renewable source of power that has a much
smaller impact on the environment compared
to burning fossil fuels.
Wind farms consist of many individual wind
turbines, which are connected to the electric
power transmission network. Onshore wind is
an inexpensive source of electric power,
competitive with or in many places cheaper
than coal or gas plants.
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